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Thrive - Arianna Huffington
2014-03-25
In Thrive, Arianna Huffington
makes an impassioned and
compelling case for the need to
redefine what it means to be
successful in today's world.
Arianna Huffington's personal
wake-up call came in the form
of a broken cheekbone and a
nasty gash over her eye--the
result of a fall brought on by
exhaustion and lack of sleep.
As the cofounder and editor-inchief of the Huffington Post
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

Media Group--one of the fastest
growing media companies in
the world--celebrated as one of
the world's most influential
women, and gracing the covers
of magazines, she was, by any
traditional measure,
extraordinarily successful. Yet
as she found herself going from
brain MRI to CAT scan to
echocardiogram, to find out if
there was any underlying
medical problem beyond
exhaustion, she wondered is
this really what success feels
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like? As more and more people
are coming to realize, there is
far more to living a truly
successful life than just earning
a bigger salary and capturing a
corner office. Our relentless
pursuit of the two traditional
metrics of success--money and
power--has led to an epidemic
of burnout and stress-related
illnesses, and an erosion in the
quality of our relationships,
family life, and, ironically, our
careers. In being connected to
the world 24/7, we're losing
our connection to what truly
matters. Our current definition
of success is, as Thrive shows,
literally killing us. We need a
new way forward. In a
commencement address
Arianna gave at Smith College
in the spring of 2013, she
likened our drive for money
and power to two legs of a
three-legged stool. They may
hold us up temporarily, but
sooner or later we're going to
topple over. We need a third
leg--a third metric for defining
success--to truly thrive. That
third metric, she writes in
Thrive, includes our well-being,
our ability to draw on our
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

intuition and inner wisdom, our
sense of wonder, and our
capacity for compassion and
giving. As Arianna points out,
our eulogies celebrate our lives
very differently from the way
society defines success. They
don't commemorate our long
hours in the office, our
promotions, or our sterling
PowerPoint presentations as
we relentlessly raced to climb
up the career ladder. They are
not about our resumes--they
are about cherished memories,
shared adventures, small
kindnesses and acts of
generosity, lifelong passions,
and the things that made us
laugh. In this deeply personal
book, Arianna talks candidly
about her own challenges with
managing time and prioritizing
the demands of a career and
raising two daughters--of
juggling business deadlines
and family crises, a harried
dance that led to her collapse
and to her "aha moment."
Drawing on the latest
groundbreaking research and
scientific findings in the fields
of psychology, sports, sleep,
and physiology that show the
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profound and transformative
effects of meditation,
mindfulness, unplugging, and
giving, Arianna shows us the
way to a revolution in our
culture, our thinking, our
workplace, and our lives.
The Little Book of Fika Lynda Balslev 2018-02-06
While the Danish concept of
hygge as caught on around the
globe, so has lagom—its
Swedish counterpart. An
essential part of the lagom
lifestyle, fika is the simple art
of taking a break—sometimes
twice a day—to enjoy a warm
beverage and sweet treat with
friends. This delightful gift
book offers an introduction to
the tradition along with recipes
to help you establish your own
fika practice.
When Life Is a Bit Meh, You
Need Energy! - Tony Wrighton
2021-04-08
The bestselling author
published in 12 languages
turns his wellness expertise to
supercharging your energy and
vitality. Do you sometimes feel
anxious and unsatisfied? Do
you have low energy and feel
exhausted? You are not alone.
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

So many people seem to feel a
bit "meh" right now. The
extraordinary new book that
combines biohacking and NLP
From the well-known TV
presenter and author Tony
Wrighton, this guide will help
you to discover radical, highly
effective, and easy-to-use
solutions to improve your
vitality. We are living through a
meh-pidemic. It's time to take
action. Prepare to re-energize
mind, body and brain ✓
Seriously energizing
supplements ✓ Groundbreaking
sleep hacks ✓ New NLP
techniques ✓ The latest cuttingedge biohacks ✓ Ancient,
forgotten practices ✓ Radical
wearable health tech ✓ Tapping
energy meridians ✓ Cold
plunges and cryotherapy ✓
Deep psychological work ✓ And
lots, lots more This no-holdsbarred guide uses
groundbreaking research and
first-hand experience to tell
you which techniques really
work, which you can skip, and
how you can modify them to
boost your energy on any
budget. These meh-thods will
completely re-energize your
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mind, your body, your
environment, and your brain.
Praise for this book "Tony
uniquely combines NLP with
proven biohacking techniques
to teach you to take yourself to
another level. Read this book
now!"- Dave Asprey, Founder
of Bulletproof, Father of the
Biohacking Movement, New
York Times Bestselling Author
"An exciting and readable
guide to the new rules of
vitality and wellness. Prepare
to be energized!"- John Gray,
International Bestselling
Author of Men Are from Mars,
Women Are from Venus "In
tough times, Tony is the man to
deliver more energy." - Vex
King, #1 Sunday Times
Bestselling Author of Good
Vibes, Good Life About the
author Tony Wrighton is a
presenter on Sky Sports in the
UK. He's also the host of
popular and long-running
podcast Zestology, and the
author of three books
published in 12 languages. This
is his fourth. 5-star reviews
from Amazon.com and
Amazon.co.uk ★★★★★ Tony's
amazing book gives really well
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

researched information on all
kinds of hacks and ideas on
how to increase vitality
sensibly and easily. ★★★★★ I'm a
pretty harsh critic and was
ready to feel a bit 'meh' about
this book but it is SO readable
and warm and engaging and
will make you want to dive in,
get involved and try
everything! ★★★★★ The
introduction hooks you in
straight away. I was in and
wanted to carry on reading.
The author is very likeable,
knowledgeable and honest.
★★★★★ If you are like me and
want to achieve your optimum
energetic self you will want the
latest information on what's
out there. Tony has researched
and created a book on his
findings to offer facilities on
improving ones life and
lifestyle with relish. Easily
readable and adaptable. ★★★★★
I have certainly noticed a big
difference in my energy levels
since implementing some of
this content. An absolute must
for anyone who wants more
energy in their life. ★★★★★ I
loved this book! It is full of well
researched, scientifically
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backed tips, hacks and gadgets
for feeling more energised,
interspersed with Tony's own
personal and anecdotal stories.
Ikigai - Héctor García
2017-08-29
INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER • 1.5 MILLION+
COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE
“Workers looking for more
fulfilling positions should start
by identifying their ikigai.”
―Business Insider “One of the
unintended—yet
positive—consequences of the
[pandemic] is that it is forcing
people to reevaluate their jobs,
careers, and lives. Use this
time wisely, find your personal
ikigai, and live your best life.”
―Forbes Find your ikigai
(pronounced ee-key-guy) to live
longer and bring more meaning
and joy to all your days. “Only
staying active will make you
want to live a hundred years.”
—Japanese proverb According
to the Japanese, everyone has
an ikigai—a reason for living.
And according to the residents
of the Japanese village with the
world’s longest-living people,
finding it is the key to a
happier and longer life. Having
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

a strong sense of ikigai—where
what you love, what you’re
good at, what you can get paid
for, and what the world needs
all overlap—means that each
day is infused with meaning.
It’s the reason we get up in the
morning. It’s also the reason
many Japanese never really
retire (in fact there’s no word
in Japanese that means retire
in the sense it does in English):
They remain active and work at
what they enjoy, because
they’ve found a real purpose in
life—the happiness of always
being busy. In researching this
book, the authors interviewed
the residents of the Japanese
village with the highest
percentage of 100-yearolds—one of the world’s Blue
Zones. Ikigai reveals the
secrets to their longevity and
happiness: how they eat, how
they move, how they work, how
they foster collaboration and
community, and—their bestkept secret—how they find the
ikigai that brings satisfaction
to their lives. And it provides
practical tools to help you
discover your own ikigai.
Because who doesn’t want to
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find happiness in every day?
Good Mornings - Linnea Dunne
2019-07-02
Early-morning rituals for
contentment, clarity and
purpose. In this inspirational
guide, Linnea Dunne,
bestselling author of Lagom:
The Swedish Art of Balanced
Living, shows how building a
life-affirming ritual into your
morning routine is an act of
self-care that can benefit both
your physical and mental
health, enhance your
productivity and positively
influence your day. Whether
it's a dedicated yoga practice
at sunrise, mindfulness
meditation just after waking,
journalling while you sip your
morning coffee, or listening to
birdsong in the back garden
before you tackle your daily
commute, a morning ritual can
enhance your health and
wellbeing, and bring increased
contentment, clarity and
purpose to your day. With
countless ideas for nourishing
morning practices and
invaluable advice on how to
create a morning ritual that is
unique to you and takes your
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

individual needs,
circumstances and time
constraints into account, this
book will help you to make the
most of the peace and promise
of the first moments of every
day.
Hygge and Lagom - Barbara
Hayden 2020-01-19
Two manuscripts in one book:
Hygge: Unlock the Danish Art
of Coziness and Happiness
Lagom: What You Need to
Know About the Swedish Art of
Living a Balanced Life
How to Love - Thich Nhat
Hanh 2014-12-01
How to Love is the third title in
Parallax’s Mindfulness
Essentials Series of how-to
titles by Zen Master Thich
Nhat Hanh, introducing
beginners and reminding
seasoned practitioners of the
essentials of mindfulness
practice. This time Nhat Hanh
brings his signature clarity,
compassion, and humor to the
thorny question of how to love.
He distills one of our strongest
emotions down to four
essentials: you can only love
another when you feel true love
for yourself; love is
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understanding; understanding
brings compassion; deep
listening and loving speech are
key ways of showing our love.
Pocket-sized, with original two
color illustrations by Jason
DeAntonis, How to Love shows
that when we feel closer to our
loved ones, we are also more
connected to the world as a
whole. With sections on Love
vs. Need, Being in Love,
Reverence, Intimacy, Children
and Family, Reconciling with
Parents, and more, How to
Love includes meditations you
can do alone or with your
partner to go deep inside and
expand your own capacity to
love. Scientific studies indicate
that meditation contributes
tremendously to well-being,
general health, and longevity.
How to Love is a unique gift for
those who want a
comprehensive yet simple
guide to understanding the
many different kinds of love,
along with meditative practices
that can expand the
understanding of and capacity
for love, appropriate for those
practicing in any spiritual
tradition, whether seasoned
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

practitioners or new to
meditation.
The Gentle Art of Swedish
Death Cleaning - Margareta
Magnusson 2018-01-02
A charming, practical, and
unsentimental approach to
putting a home in order while
reflecting on the tiny joys that
make up a long life. In Sweden
there is a kind of decluttering
called döstädning, dö meaning
“death” and städning meaning
“cleaning.” This surprising and
invigorating process of clearing
out unnecessary belongings
can be undertaken at any age
or life stage but should be done
sooner than later, before
others have to do it for you. In
The Gentle Art of Swedish
Death Cleaning, artist
Margareta Magnusson, with
Scandinavian humor and
wisdom, instructs readers to
embrace minimalism. Her
radical and joyous method for
putting things in order helps
families broach sensitive
conversations, and makes the
process uplifting rather than
overwhelming. Margareta
suggests which possessions
you can easily get rid of
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(unworn clothes, unwanted
presents, more plates than
you’d ever use) and which you
might want to keep
(photographs, love letters, a
few of your children’s art
projects). Digging into her late
husband’s tool shed, and her
own secret drawer of vices,
Margareta introduces an
element of fun to a potentially
daunting task. Along the way
readers get a glimpse into her
life in Sweden, and also
become more comfortable with
the idea of letting go.
Lagom: The Swedish Art of
Living a Balanced, Happy Life Niki Brantmark 2017-09-21
Uncover the secrets of the
Swedish philosophy of life
called Lagom – meaning ‘just
enough’. At its core is the idea
that we can strike a healthy
balance with the world around
us without having to make
extreme changes, and without
denying ourselves anything.
Live Lagom - Anna Brones
2017-12-26
An inviting exploration of "the
new hygge": the Swedish
concept of lagom—finding
balance in
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

moderation—featuring
inspiration and practical advice
on how to find a happy medium
in life, home, work, and health.
Following the cultural
phenomena of fika and hygge,
the allure of Scandinavian
culture and tradition continues
in the Swedish concept of
lagom. From home design and
work-life balance, to personal
well-being and environmental
sustainability, author Anna
Brones presents valuable
Swedish-inspired tips and
actionable ways to create a
more intentional, healthy
lifestyle. Instead of thinking
about how we can work less,
lagom teaches us to think
about how we can work better.
Lagom at home is about finding
balance between aesthetics
and function, focusing on
simplicity, light, and open
spaces. Health and wellness in
lagom is a holistic approach for
the body and mind, including
connecting more in person,
caring for self, managing
stress, keeping active, and
embacing enjoyment in daily
routine. Live Lagom inspires us
to slow down and find
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happiness in everyday balance.
The Swedish Secret - Earl
Gustafson 2006
Imagine a country where very
few people are homeless; there
has been no war for 200 years;
there is high-quality health
care for all; there is excellent
free public education a living
wage is the norm and there is
low unemployment; voter
participation is high and
political advertising on TV and
radio is prohibited by law; the
economy grows without
creating extremes of wealth
alongside poverty; and there is
little national debt. You don't
have to imagine this country. It
is Sweden today. The Swedish
Secret: What the United States
Can Learn from Sweden's Story
elucidates the remarkable
similarities and differences
between two cultures that have
shared similar paths yet now
inhabit markedly different
spheres. Earl Gustafson, a
former Minnesota state senator
and judge, contrasts
Sweden?small, wealthy,
egalitarian, neutral?with the
United States: huge, rich, and
at odds with itself and the
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

world. He traces the historical,
economic, and social conditions
of each country, describes the
divergent and ultimately
successful course taken by
Sweden, and explores what the
United States can learn from
its counterpart's example.
Lagom - Lola A. Åkerström
2017-08-08
Perfect for fans of The Little
Book of Hygge and Norwegian
Wood, find the balance in life
that is just right for you. Let
Lola A. Åkerström, Editor-inchief of Slow Travel Stockholm,
be your companion to all things
lagom. As the Swedish proverb
goes, 'Lagom är bäst' (The
right amount is best). Lagom
sums up the Swedish psyche
and is the reason why Sweden
is one of the happiest countries
in the world with a healthy
work-life balance and high
standards of living. Lagom is a
way of living that promotes
harmony. It celebrates fairness,
moderation and being satisfied
with and taking proper care of
what you've got, including your
well-being, relationships, and
possessions. It's not about
having too little or too much
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but about fully inviting
contentment into our lives
through making optimal
decisions. Who better than Lola
A. Åkerström to be your lagom
guide? Sweden-based Lola is
an award-winning writer,
photographer , and editor-inchief of Slow Travel Stockholm
and she offers us a unique
vantage point when it comes to
adopting elements of a lagom
lifestyle. Full of insights and
beautiful photographs, taken
by Lola herself, this authentic
book will help you make small,
simple changes to your every
day life - whether that's your
diet, lifestyle, money, work or
your home - so you can have a
more balanced way of living
filled with contentment.
Due North - Lola Akinmade
Åkerström 2017-05-09
Due North is a collection of
travel observations, reflections,
and snapshots across colors,
cultures, and continents by
award-winning travel writer
and photographer Lola
Akinmade ÃkerstrÃ¶m.
EXCERPT: I know what's
coming. I'd gone through this
drill dozens of times. As many
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

times as each of those vibrant
and colorful visas in my little
green book, my Nigerian
passport. Even before the
immigration officer pulls me
aside, I instinctively pull myself
aside. He glosses over my visa.
A visa I've spent hundreds of
dollars acquiring. He finds his
government's issued
permission, but curiosity gets
the better of him. He thumbs
through the rest, looking
through the two green
passports stapled together
because the visas had
outnumbered the pages. "Why
all these visas?" he asks. This
scene was repeated in airport
after airport across several
continents. The more visa
stamps in my passport, the
more my motives for travel
were deeply questioned. Why
was I traveling?
In Every Mirror She's Black Lolá Ákínmádé Åkerström
2021-09-07
A Good Morning America Buzz
Pick! As seen in Vulture,
Essence, Good Morning
America, The Independent,
Goodreads, PureWow, and
many more! "A sexy,
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surprising, searing debut about
love, loss, desire, and the many
dimensions of Black
womanhood."—Deesha
Philyaw, 2020 National Book
Award Finalist & awardwinning author of The Secret
Lives of Church Ladies An
arresting debut for anyone
looking for insight into what it
means to be a Black woman in
the world. Three Black women
are linked in unexpected ways
to the same influential white
man in Stockholm as they build
their new lives in the most
open society run by the most
private people. Successful
marketing executive Kemi
Adeyemi is lured from the U.S.
to Sweden by Jonny von
Lundin, CEO of the nation's
largest marketing firm, to help
fix a PR fiasco involving a
racially tone-deaf campaign. A
killer at work but a failure in
love, Kemi's move is a lastditch effort to reclaim her
social life. A chance meeting
with Jonny in business class en
route to the U.S. propels
former model-turned-flightattendant Brittany-Rae Johnson
into a life of wealth, luxury,
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

and privilege—a life she's not
sure she wants—as the object
of his unhealthy obsession. And
refugee Muna Saheed, who lost
her entire family, finds a job
cleaning the toilets at Jonny's
office as she works to establish
her residency in Sweden and,
more importantly, seeks
connection and a place she can
call home. Told through the
perspectives of each of the
three women, In Every Mirror
She's Black is a fast-paced,
richly nuanced yet accessible
contemporary novel that
touches on important social
issues of racism, classism,
fetishization, and tokenism,
and what it means to be a
Black woman navigating a
white-dominated society.
Praise for In Every Mirror
She's Black: "In Every Mirror
She's Black is a wise and
complicated exploration of the
lives of three Black women in
America and Sweden. Lola
Akinmade Åkerström offers a
sharply written story with
messy, deeply moving
characters, raising brutal
questions and steering clear of
easy answers. A book that will
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stick with you long after you've
turned the last page." —Taylor
Jenkins Reid, New York Times
bestselling author of Daisy
Jones & The Six and Malibu
Rising "In Every Mirror She's
Black highlights the struggles
of three women fighting to
assimilate into a society that
ignores their worth. These
characters will pull at your
heartstrings. Lola writes with a
contemporary flair,
highlighting the layered
subtleties of the Black woman's
plight. In Every Mirror She's
Black will stay with readers for
a long time." —Nicole DennisBenn, author of bestselling
novels Here Comes the Sun
and Patsy "In her debut novel,
Lola Akinmade Akerstrom has
given us a story that is at once
enjoyable and disturbing as it
explores the painful price
millions of women around the
world pay for walking around
with black skin." —Imbolo
Mbue, New York Times
bestselling author of Behold
the Dreamers
There's a Hole in My
Sidewalk - Portia Nelson
2012-04-17
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

Discover the beloved self-help
classic featuring moving poems
and insightful truisms that “is
full of practical wisdom that
will allow you to embrace and
change your life” (John Gray,
Ph.D., author of Men Are from
Mars, Women Are from Venus).
Individuals, therapy groups,
twelve-step programs, and the
self-help community around the
world have embraced the late
Portia Nelson’s brilliant
There’s a Hole in My Sidewalk.
Warm, wise, and funny, her
seminal poem “Autobiography
in Five Chapters” is a
treasured and often quoted
motto for anyone seeking to
better themselves and their
life. “Treat yourself to a special
book by a special lady” (Carol
Burnett) with this perfect
inspirational and motivational
gift.
Hygge - Barbara Hayden
2020-01-19
Specific activities are designed
to encourage you to cultivate
togetherness and joy at the
smallest and simplest things in
everyday life. This book
provides an in-depth
explanation of the hygge
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lifestyle, as well as numerous
bits of practical advice on how
to practice hygge every day.
The Book of Hygge - Louisa
Thomsen Brits 2016
The Art of Making
Memories - Meik Wiking
2019-10-01
What’s the actual secret to
happiness? Great memories!
Meik Wiking—happiness
researcher and New York
Times bestselling author of The
Little Book of Hygge and The
Little Book of Lykke—shows us
how to create memories that
make life sweet in this
charming book. Do you
remember your first kiss? The
day you graduated? Your
favorite vacation? Or the best
meal you ever had? Memories
are the cornerstones of our
identity, shaping who we are,
how we act, and how we feel.
In his work as a happiness
researcher, Meik Wiking has
learned that people are happier
if they hold a positive, nostalgic
view of the past. But how do
we make and keep the
memories that bring us lasting
joy? The Art of Making
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

Memories examines how
mental images are made,
stored, and recalled in our
brains, as well as the “art of
letting go”—why we tend to
forget certain moments to
make room for deeper, more
meaningful ones. Meik uses
data, interviews, global
surveys, and real-life
experiments to explain the
nuances of nostalgia and the
different ways we form
memories around our
experiences and recall
them—revealing the power that
a “first time” has on our
recollections, and why a piece
of music, a smell, or a taste can
unexpectedly conjure a
moment from the past.
Ultimately, Meik shows how we
each can create warm
memories that will stay with us
for years. Combining his
signature charm with
Scandinavian forthrightness,
filled with infographics,
illustrations, and photographs,
and featuring “Happy Memory
Tips,” The Art of Making
Memories is an inspiration
meditation and practical
handbook filled with ideas to
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help us make the memories
that will bring us joy
throughout our lives.
The Abundance Project Derek Rydall 2018-02-20
From the author of the
acclaimed book Emergence
comes a step-by-step guide to
design and create abundance
in any area of life, including
money, time, love, creativity,
and more. The Abundance
Project is about having more
than enough in every area of
your life—more than enough
money, time, love, creativity,
happiness—regardless of the
circumstances you’ve been
through or are currently
facing. This may sound like
wishful thinking, but once you
understand what you’re really
made of, and what the source
of real abundance is, you will
increase your capacity and
unleash your divine
inheritance. Built on universal,
proven principles, The
Abundance Project breaks you
out of the unsustainable
buying/consuming loop created
by the mindset that fulfillment
comes from outside ourselves.
Instead, Derek
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

Rydall—international life coach
and integrative
therapist—shows you that the
infinite-sum reserve that’s
already in you will provide all
that you need. Rydall teaches
the laws of giving and
circulation that will release the
channels of abundancecreating energy in your life
through his Seven Gifts that
Give You Everything; he will
help you identify Abundance
Blind Spots and Shadows that
get in the way; and he walks
you through the step-by-step
Abundance Boot Camp so you
can design and master the life
you’ve envisioned. The
Abundance Project is a way of
living that turns life from
transactional to
transformational.
Sisu - Joanna Nylund
2018-12-04
After you've cultivated the
coziness of the Danes (hygge)
and achieved the Swedish way
of moderation (lagom), then
what's next? How about
developing your Sisu--an
"untranslatable" Finnish term
referring to a mixture of
courage, resilience, grit,
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tenacity, and perseverance. It's
a trait that has shaped not just
the fate of a nation but
continues to be a guiding
principle for how Finns live
their daily lives. Now it can
offer lessons to us all, helping
us to: discover our inner
strength resolve conflicts at
work and home raise kind and
resilient children achieve our
fitness goals fight for what we
believe in And much more!
Live Laugh Lagom - Lola A.
Åkerström 2017-12-19
WHAT MAKES SWEDES
HAPPY? ONE WORD: LAGOM
Throwing away all your stuff
isn't going to make you happy.
Conspicuous consumption isn't
going to work either. But
somewhere in the middle is
lagom—the Swedish way to
happiness based on the idea of
not too much, not too little.
Lagom is not just a word but
the very essence of what it
means to be a Swede. As you'll
discover in this book, lagom is
the secret to the enviable
Swedish lifestyle of social
consciousness, moderation,
and sustainability. Guiding you
to operate at your most
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

natural, effortless state of
contentment, Live Laugh
Lagom teaches you to strive for
the ultimate balance in all
aspects of your existence,
including well-being,
relationships, work, finances,
diet, and home life.
The Little Book of Lykke - Meik
Wiking 2017-12-26
Join the happiness revolution!
The author of the New York
Times bestseller The Little
Book of Hygge offers more
inspiration and suggestions for
achieving greater happiness,
by practicing Lykke (LOOka)—pursuing and finding the
good that exists in the world
around us every day. While the
Danes are the happiest people
on the planet, happiness isn’t
exclusively Danish; cultures
around the world have their
own unique approaches to
leading a contented, fulfilled
life. For his work at the
Happiness Research Institute
in Copenhagen, Meik Wiking
travels the globe from Dubai to
Finland, Rio de Janeiro to
Bhutan, South Korea to the
United States, to discover the
secrets of the very happiest
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people. In The Little Book of
Lykke, Meik identifies the six
factors that explain the
majority of differences in
happiness across the
world—togetherness, money,
health, freedom, trust, and
kindness—and explores what
actions we can take to become
happier. As he reveals, we can
deepen our blissfulness and
contentment with little
adjustments in our behavior,
whether it’s eating like the
French (sitting around a table
and savoring our time) or
dancing the tango like
Argentinians in Buenos Aires.
With his trademark warmth
and wit, Meik explores the
happiness gap for parents, how
much money you really need to
buy happiness, how we can be
healthier without having to go
to the gym, how we can learn
to build trust and collaboration,
how we can help ourselves by
helping others, and why our
expectations often outweigh
our reality. Weaving together
original research and personal
anecdotes, The Little Book of
Lykke is a global roadmap for
joy that offers a new approach
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

to achieving everyday
happiness that not only
improve our own lives, but help
us build better communities
and a better world.
Lagom - Niki Brantmark
2017-09-21
Uncover the secrets of the
Swedish philosophy of life
called Lagom - meaning 'just
enough'. At its core is the idea
that we can strike a healthy
balance with the world around
us without having to make
extreme changes, and without
denying ourselves anything.
The Atlas of Happiness - Helen
Russell 2019-05-07
A fun, illustrated guide that
takes us around the world,
discovering the secrets to
happiness. Author Helen
Russell (The Year of Living
Danishly) uncovers the
fascinating ways that different
nations search for happiness in
their lives, and what they can
teach us about our own quest
for meaning. This charming
and diverse assortment of
advice, history, and
philosophies includes:
Sobremesa from Spain
Turangawaewae from New
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Zealand Azart from Russia
Tarab from Syria joie de vivre
from Canada and many more.
Simple Matters - Jenny
Mustard 2018-09-04
Simplify your home, health,
and lifestyle with the help of
Scandinavian minimalist
sensation, Jenny Mustard. In a
beautiful collection of essays,
Simple Matters challenges
readers to simplify their life by
prioritizing emotional and
physical health, curating a
personal style, and pursuing
one’s dreams. Jenny Mustard
has created a unique lifestyle
book that taps into the everincreasing human longing for
less clutter and more meaning,
be it at home, at work, or in
our relationships. By
encouraging readers to make
their surroundings a little more
lovely, to simplify eating habits
and wardrobe, to travel with
purpose and ease, and to
discover what they truly want
to dream about and focus on,
Jenny provides the inspiration
to curate one’s everyday life
into something simple,
realistic, and utterly enjoyable.
Simultaneously inspirational
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

and aspirational, Jenny’s
content is positive, personal,
and inclusive—42 essays cover
everything from simple kitchen
staples, the art of the travel
plan, indulgent eating,
addiction, failure as a road to
success, the makings of a
happy relationship, the red
thread, building a career, and
the Scandinavian way at home.
Happy Moments - Meik
Wiking 2021-03-25
'Meik's new book will change
the way you think' Dr Rangan
Chatterjee
________________________________
________________________________
___________ From the same
author that brought us The
Little Book of Hygge, this book
reveals the secret to filling
your life with happy moments,
and how to remember them for
ever. Happy memories don't
have to be reserved for big life
events. Drawing on global
surveys, behavioural science
experiments and data gathered
by The Happiness Research
Institute in Copenhagen, Meik
is here to show how we can we
can turn ordinary experiences
into something extraordinary.
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Whether it's eating dinner at
the table rather than in front of
the TV, exploring a new part of
your neighbourhood, or
planning how you're going to
celebrate your small wins, this
book will help you find the
magic in the every day, and
create memories you will
cherish forever. PRE-ORDER
THE HYGGE HOME, THE NEW
BOOK FROM THE AUTHOR OF
THE LITTLE BOOK OF HYGGE
Lagom - Barbara Hayden
2020-01-19
Lagom is a Swedish idea of
"just enough." You learn how to
live your life with not too little,
but not too much either. This is
the key to true success and
happiness, and we are going to
explore exactly how to make
this happen in this guidebook.
Lagom - Linnea Dunne
2017-07-13
Step aside Hygge. Lagom is the
new Scandi lifestyle trend
taking the world by storm. This
delightfully illustrated book
gives you the lowdown on this
transformative approach to life
and examines how the lagom
ethos has helped boost Sweden
to the No.10 ranking in 2017's
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

World Happiness Report.
Lagom (pronounced 'lah-gom')
has no equivalent in the
English language but is loosely
translated as 'not too little, not
too much, just right'. It is
widely believed that the word
comes from the Viking term
'laget om', for when a mug of
mead was passed around a
circle and there was just
enough for everyone to get a
sip. But while the anecdote
may hit the nail on the head,
the true etymology of the word
points to an old form of the
word 'lag', which means 'law'.
Far from restrictive, lagom is a
liberating concept, praising the
idea that anything more than
'just enough' is a waste of time.
Crucially it also comes with a
selflessness and core belief of
responsibility and common
good. By living lagom you can:
Live a happier and more
balanced life Reduce your
environmental impact Improve
your work-life balance Free
your home from clutter Enjoy
good food the Swedish way
Grow your own and learn to
forage Cherish the
relationships with those you
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Hygge - Marie Tourell
Søderberg 2016-10-06
One little word is the secret
reminder of what really
matters in life: Hygge.
CHRISTMAS is the perfect
time to embrace it and THIS
BOOK will show you how. ----------------------------- To me, hygge is:
- Meeting my sister for a walk
in the park, chatting, laughing
and clowning around, as if we
were children again. - Listening
to the rain on the roof with a
cup of tea and my boyfriend
next to me. - Drinking wine in
my mum's garden - Enjoying a
cup of coffee with good friends,
that becomes a dinner, that
becomes a late-night drink,
because no one wants the
evening to end. ----------------------------- Though we all know the
feeling of hygge instinctively
few of us ever manage to
capture it for more than a
moment. Now Danish actress
and hygge aficionado Marie
Tourell Søderberg - star of BBC
4's 1864 - has travelled the
length and breadth of her home
country to create the perfect
guide to cooking, decorating,
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

entertaining and being inspired
the hygge way. Full of beautiful
photographs and simple,
practical steps and ideas to
make your home and life both
comfortable and cheering all
year round, this book is the
easy way to introduce hygge
into your life. 'Pretty, homey
and intimate, scattered with
reflections from ordinary
Danes' Guardian
Lagom - Lola A Åkerström
2017-07-01
Perfect for fans of The Little
Book of Hygge and Norwegian
Wood, find the balance in life
that is just right for you. Let
Lola A. Åkerström, Editor-inchief of Slow Travel Stockholm,
be your companion to all things
lagom. As the Swedish proverb
goes, 'Lagom är bäst' (The
right amount is best). Lagom
sums up the Swedish psyche
and is the reason why Sweden
is one of the happiest countries
in the world with a healthy
work-life balance and high
standards of living. Lagom is a
way of living that promotes
harmony. It celebrates fairness,
moderation and being satisfied
with and taking proper care of
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what you've got, including your
well-being, relationships, and
possessions. It's not about
having too little or too much
but about fully inviting
contentment into our lives
through making optimal
decisions. Who better than Lola
A. Åkerström to be your lagom
guide? Sweden-based Lola is
an award-winning writer,
photographer , and editor-inchief of Slow Travel Stockholm
and she offers us a unique
vantage point when it comes to
adopting elements of a lagom
lifestyle. Full of insights and
beautiful photographs, taken
by Lola herself, this authentic
book will help you make small,
simple changes to your every
day life - whether that's your
diet, lifestyle, money, work or
your home - so you can have a
more balanced way of living
filled with contentment.
The Year of Living Danishly Helen Russell 2015-01-08
* NOW WITH A NEW
CHAPTER * 'A hugely
enjoyable romp through the
pleasures and pitfalls of setting
up home in a foreign land.'Guardian Given the opportunity
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

of a new life in rural Jutland,
Helen Russell discovered a
startling statistic: Denmark,
land of long dark winters,
cured herring, Lego and
pastries, was the happiest
place on earth. Keen to know
their secrets, Helen gave
herself a year to uncover the
formula for Danish happiness.
From childcare, education,
food and interior design to SAD
and taxes, The Year of Living
Danishly records a funny,
poignant journey, showing us
what the Danes get right, what
they get wrong, and how we
might all live a little more
Danishly ourselves. In this new
edition, six years on Helen
reveals how her life and family
have changed, and explores
how Denmark, too – or her
understanding of it – has
shifted. It’s a messy and flawed
place, she concludes – but can
still be a model for a better
way of living.
The Lagom Life - Elisabeth
Carlsson 2023-01-10
Discover lagom—the Swedish
idea of balance, harmony,
beauty, and sufficency. Our
love affair with all things
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Scandinavian shows no signs of
letting up. Having embraced
the Danish concept of hygge,
we’re now looking to Sweden
and one of their essential
philosophies, lagom. It’s best
described as “not too much,
not too little; just the right
amount,” which, in practice, is
balance—and isn’t that what
we’re all looking for? In this
delightful book, Elisabeth
Carlsson, a Swede who has
been living in the UK for many
years, lets us in on the secrets
of the enviable Swedish
lifestyle and shows us how we
can all be a little more
lagom.She explains what lagom
means to the Swedish and then
explores how it can relate to all
areas of our life, starting with
our separation of work and
home and how we manage our
time. She suggests taking a
more balanced approach to
how we eat, never depriving
ourselves but not overindulging
and avoiding waste. Elisabeth
also explains what makes a
home more lagom in style and
function and how we can take
care of it sustainably. We also
need to appreciate and look
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

after our bodies with moderate
exercise and care. Lagom has
the potential to change our
approach to life as a whole,
and help us realize that what’s
good for the world can also be
good for us, too. Filled with
advice and ideas, this
thoughtful guide provides the
key to a lagom way of
living—healthy, harmonious,
and happy.
The Little Book of Lagom Jonny Jackson 2017-08-24
Lagom (pronounced lah-gom) is
a Swedish word that means
‘not too much and not too little,
but just the right amount’. It’s
about achieving a happy and
healthy balance in all aspects
of your life, such as eating and
drinking in moderation, being
environmentally and socially
conscious, setting realistic
goals and living within your
means. The Little Book of
Lagom is packed with practical
ways to apply this ethos of
moderation and fairness in
your everyday life, from thrifty
tips for being more energy
efficient and creating less
waste to ways of using your
time more productively and
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allowing yourself moments to
pause and think, and be happy.
Be kind to yourself and simplify
your life. Think Lagom.
The Nordic Guide to Living 10
Years Longer - Bertil Marklund
2017-04-29
A Swedish doctor shares the
secrets of Nordic health and
happiness in this short guide to
living a longer life. The Nordic
Guide to Living 10 Years
Longer is a pragmatic little
book that channels the simple,
healthy lifestyle of Scandinavia.
Swedish doctor Bertil
Marklund covers broad ground
in just over one-hundred pages,
providing a comprehensive
guide to lifestyle choices,
including sleep, diet, exercise,
and the negative impact of
stress; he also introduces the
concept of lagom, a Swedish
take on moderation. We can all
adopt the ten tips outlined in
the book without completely
rethinking the way we live.
With his practical advice, Dr.
Marklund gives you the power
to make a difference in your
own life—today, and in the
future.
Lagom - Clara Olsson
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

2017-05-22
For a limited period only this
book is discounted to $6.99
Hygge the Danish concept of
comfort has taken the world by
storm in the last few years. We
have all been seduced by
Scandi Lifestyle concepts
either through social media or
TV shows. What this quick start
guide will do is introduce you
to another lesser known Scandi
concept of Lagom, or as it's
often translated "just enough is
the right amount"Let's face it
we lead very wasteful lives. We
buy too much; we consume too
much, and as a result we
ultimately throw away too
much! Owning too much and
throwing too much away makes
us feel unhappy, whether we
realize this or not. Cleaning,
organizing, and even just
looking at all the stuff we have
accumulated can have us
feeling stressed and
demoralized.In this guide we
will look at how we can adopt
"Lagom" and introduce it into
our everyday lives to leave us
feeling "just right" GET YOUR
COPY TODAY AND START TO
LIVE A MORE FULFILLING
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LIFESTYLEImagine a life that
shuns overconsumption and
how this can open up the time
and energy to engage in more
fulfilling pursuits. Has your life
been, over-time, more and
more consumed by buying yet
more pieces of furniture or
more clothes you won't even
wear? Well put these lifestyle
choices to one side and
rediscover how to buy less and
live more.Learn how we can all
improve our lives and
happiness by adopting some
simple lifestyle choices. Leave
behind those worries about
finding the time to dust, clean,
iron, and recycling, by living by
the Swedish lifestyle choice of
Lagom THIS BOOK IS
DISCOUNTED FOR A LIMITED
PERIOD ONLY This essential
guide breaks down into easy to
follow steps, showing you
exactly how you can live a less
consumerist lifestyle and enjoy
what's really important in life.
Here's A Preview Of What's
Inside... What is Lagom?
Origins of Lagom Positive
Benefits of Living With Just
Enough Appyling Lagom to
Your Home Tips on How to
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

Succeed with Lagom Lagom
and Food Consumption And
Much More! So what are you
waiting for? Scroll up and click
"Buy Now"! Start taking
control of your life without the
need for endless spending and
possessions.
Villa Volvo Vovve - Catherine
Edwards 2021-10-28
Words shape and redefine
reality, a constantly evolving
and fluid interpretation of
social rules and ideas. Foreign
words expose us to other
realities, unfamiliar practices
and exotic beliefs. They can
help us discover feelings that
are not expressible in our
native language. They can
inspire us to adopt a new
lifestyle, or question the way
we live. They may seem
obvious, obscure, quirky,
unnecessary, universal, or
remarkably niche. Swedish has
enriched the English language
with moped, ombudsman, and
smorgasbord. While culturally,
Abba, Ikea, Spotify, and Volvo
have become part of the global
lexicon and in many ways
transcend their Swedish
origins. But it is more recent
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words like lagom (moderation)
and fika (coffee breaks) which
have pushed Swedish language
and culture deeper into the
global consciousness. But
Sweden is more than lifestyle
trends and technical solutions.
It is the country of fredagsmys
(cosy Friday), kosläpp (release
of the cows), lillördag (little
Saturday, Wednesday), and
where the average citizen
dreams of a villa, Volvo and a
vovve. - Explore the Swedish
lifestyle beyond the cliches,
with the help of more than 100
Swedish words, translated into
English. - Learn more about the
country where yes is just
another word for no, where the
word for poison is the same as
for married, and where words
without meaning are described
as mashed snow. - Listen to
three different Swedish
dialects with complementary
audio files, and wrap your
tongue around the
pronunciation tricks you need
to master to sound like a local.
- Be challenged with language
quizzes, word games and
crossword puzzles. - Enjoy the
silliness of direct translations,
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

false friends and other quirky
features of the Swedish
language — and learn more
about the origins of those
words we think of as Swedish
today. Villa Volvo Vovve is
inspired by The Local’s popular
‘Word of the day’ column which
continues to explore Swedish
language and culture beyond
global stereotypes and buzz
words.
Hygge - Maya Thoresen
2020-05-11
If you've always wanted to live
a simpler, cozier life but find
yourself swamped in tiny
details then keep reading? Are
you sick and tired of living in a
hectic, stressful environment,
both at home and at work?
Have you tried endless other
solutions but nothing seems to
work for more than a few
weeks? Do you finally want to
say goodbye to clutter and
discover something which
works for you? If so, then
you've come to the right place.
You see, living a comfortable
and cozy lifestyle doesn't have
to be difficult- even if you've
tried every organizational
system in the stores, and every
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relaxation technique on
Pinterest!
Lagom - Lola A Åkerström
2017-07-01
Perfect for fans of The Little
Book of Hygge and Norwegian
Wood, find the balance in life
that is just right for you. Let
Lola A. Åkerström, Editor-inchief of Slow Travel Stockholm,
be your companion to all things
lagom. As the Swedish proverb
goes, 'Lagom är bäst' (The
right amount is best). Lagom
sums up the Swedish psyche
and is the reason why Sweden
is one of the happiest countries
in the world with a healthy
work-life balance and high
standards of living. Lagom is a
way of living that promotes
harmony. It celebrates fairness,
moderation and being satisfied
with and taking proper care of
what you've got, including your
well-being, relationships, and
possessions. It's not about
having too little or too much
but about fully inviting
contentment into our lives
through making optimal
decisions. Who better than Lola
A. Åkerström to be your lagom
guide? Sweden-based Lola is
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

an award-winning writer,
photographer , and editor-inchief of Slow Travel Stockholm
and she offers us a unique
vantage point when it comes to
adopting elements of a lagom
lifestyle. Full of insights and
beautiful photographs, taken
by Lola herself, this authentic
book will help you make small,
simple changes to your every
day life - whether that's your
diet, lifestyle, money, work or
your home - so you can have a
more balanced way of living
filled with contentment.
The Happiness Advantage Shawn Achor 2018-06-05
INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER • An engaging,
deeply researched guide to
flourishing in a world of
increasing stress and
negativity—the inspiration for
one of the most popular TED
Talks of all time “Powerful
[and] charming . . . A book for
just about anyone . . . The
philosophies in this book are
easily the best wire frames to
build a happy and successful
life.”—Medium Happiness is
not the belief that we don’t
need to change; it is the
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realization that we can. Our
most commonly held formula
for success is broken.
Conventional wisdom holds
that once we succeed, we’ll be
happy; that once we get that
great job, win that next
promotion, lose those five
pounds, happiness will follow.
But the science reveals this
formula to be backward:
Happiness fuels success, not
the other way around.
Research shows that happy
employees are more
productive, more creative, and
better problem solvers than
their unhappy peers. And
positive people are significantly
healthier and less stressed and
enjoy deeper social interaction
than the less positive people
around them. Drawing on
original research—including
one of the largest studies of
happiness ever conducted—and
work in boardrooms and
classrooms across forty-two
countries, Shawn Achor shows
us how to rewire our brains for
positivity and optimism to reap
the happiness advantage in our
lives, our careers, and even our
health. His strategies include:
lagom-the-swedish-secret-of-living-well

• The Tetris Effect: how to
retrain our brains to spot
patterns of possibility so we
can see and seize opportunities
all around us • Social
Investment: how to earn the
dividends of a strong social
support network • The Ripple
Effect: how to spread positive
change within our teams,
companies, and families By
turns fascinating, hopeful, and
timely, The Happiness
Advantage reveals how small
shifts in our mind-set and
habits can produce big gains at
work, at home, and elsewhere.
Niksen - Olga Mecking
2021-01-12
The Dutch people are some of
the happiest in the world. Their
secret? They are masters of
niksen, or the art of doing
nothing. Niksen is not a form of
meditation, nor is it a state of
laziness or boredom. It's not
scrolling through social media,
or wondering what you're
going to cook for dinner.
Rather, to niks is to make a
conscious choice to sit back, let
go, and do nothing at all. With
this book, learn how to do
nothing in the most important
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areas of your life, such as: AT
HOME: Find a comfy nook and
sit. No technology or other
distractions. AT WORK: Stare
at your computer. Take in the
view from your office. Close
your eyes. IN PUBLIC: Forget
waiting for the bus, enjoy some
relaxing niksen time. Backed
with advice from the world's
leading experts on happiness
and productivity, this book
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examines the underlying
science behind niksen and how
doing less can often yield so
much more. Perfect for anyone
who feels overwhelmed, burnt
out, or exhausted, NIKSEN
does not tell you to work
harder. Instead, it shows you
how to take a break from all
the busyness while giving you
sincere, heartfelt permission to
do nothing.
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